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ABSTRACT

Semi-supervised learning (SSL) is an active area of research
which aims to utilize unlabeled data to improve the accuracy
of speech recognition systems. While the previous studies
have established the efficacy of various SSL methods on
varying amounts of data, this paper presents largest ASR
SSL experiment ever conducted till date where 75K hours of
labeled and 1.2 million hours of unlabeled data is used for
model training. In addition, the paper introduces couple of
novel techniques to facilitate such a large scale experiment:
1) a simple scalable Teacher-Student based SSL method for
connectionist temporal classification (CTC) objective and 2)
effective data selection mechanisms for leveraging massive
amounts of unlabeled data to boost the performance of student
models. Further, we apply SSL in all stages of the acoustic
model training, including final stage sequence discriminative
training. Our experiments indicate encouraging word error
rate (WER) gains up to 14% in such a large transcribed data
regime due to the SSL training.

Index Terms— Speech Recognition, Semi-Supervised
learning, Connectionist Temporal Classification, Teacher-
Student

1. INTRODUCTION

Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) RNNs [1] have been
shown to outperform feed-forward neural networks [2] and
significantly improve the performance of automatic speech
recognition (ASR) systems. It has been shown that LSTMs
when trained with CTC loss followed by sequence discrimi-
native training can achieve state-of-the-art performance [3, 4].
However, a primary bottleneck of these frameworks is their
dependence on large amounts of labeled data. Since col-
lection and transcription of large amounts of speech data is
expensive and time-consuming, techniques that additionally
leverage unlabeled data for AM training are explored under
the SSL framework [5, 6].
In a recent large scale SSL study [7] with 7K hours of labeled
data and 1 million hours of randomly selected unlabeled data,
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it was shown that an AM trained using cross-entropy (CE)
on entire data yielded 10-20% relative WER improvement
over a baseline model trained only on labeled data. Since ran-
domly selecting data may not be optimal, there have been past
studies pertaining to confidence-measure based data selection
approaches in the context of small scale SSL [8, 9, 10, 11, 12].
This paper addresses how to effectively select unlabeled data
for large scale SSL training with a prime focus on “quality”
and “diversity” of unlabeled data. We propose a novel en-
hanced SSL data selection strategy that: 1) Samples data from
various confidence bins based on accuracy improvement due
to adding data from each bin and 2) Ensures content diversity
by having good coverage across domains and speakers. Our
experimental results show that the proposed data selection
results in an order of magnitude less SSL data and yet does
not degrade ASR accuracy.
Generating labels corresponding to unlabeled data is another
crucial aspect of any SSL method. Teacher-Student learning
[13] is a dominant SSL paradigm in which a strong offline
Teacher model trained on labeled data is used to generate la-
bels for unlabeled data, which are then combined with labeled
data. The resultant training set is used for training a student
model, which is configured as per the required AM architec-
ture. The Teacher-Student learning is originally proposed for
model compression and is also known as Knowledge Distilla-
tion (KD). The effectiveness of KD has been well established
on several ASR tasks [14, 15, 16, 17].
Existing KD approaches for CTC-SSL training like frame-
level [18] or sequence-level KD [19] are based on either
window based KL-divergence between teacher and student
outputs or generating N-best hypothesis using beam decod-
ing. While such techniques work well with small-scale data
(1-2K hours), we believe they may not scale well to massive
amounts of unlabeled data due to their space/time complex-
ity. This paper proposes a novel simplified sequence-level
KD technique in the context of large scale SSL. The key idea
is to first generate a temporary label sequence by concate-
nating frame-level “argmax” outputs from the Teacher model
and then create final label sequence by removing consecutive
repetitions and blanks. Our experiments indicate that the pro-
posed simplified sequence-level KD technique significantly



reduces the label generation time by eliminating an expensive
ASR decoding step and also yields WERs comparable to that
with traditional sequence-level KD.
Typical AM training consists of multiple stages, such as
CTC/CE followed by sMBR. In most prior work, SSL tech-
niques are independently applied to either the first stage
CTC/CE training [7] or the last stage sMBR training [20].
In this work, we apply SSL in all stages of AM training and
empirically show that the gains are complimentary. Although
it is well-known that increasing the amount of either labeled
and/or unlabeled data used in SSL framework yields better
results, it remains unknown as to what happens when we push
those boundaries. In this paper, we report results of largest
ASR SSL experiment ever conducted till date by leverag-
ing 75K hours of labeled and 1.2 million hours of carefully
selected unlabeled data. It is interesting to note that our ex-
perimental results show a relative WER improvements of up
to 14% even in such a large data regime.
The novelty/contributions of this paper are listed below:

1. Propose an effective SSL data selection strategy that se-
lects an order of magnitude less SSL data without de-
grading the ASR accuracy.

2. Present highly scalable sequence-level KD technique
for CTC, which uses frame-level “argmax” outputs
from Teacher model for label generation.

3. Demonstrate that applying SSL in all stages of AM
training (CTC and sMBR) is complementary and im-
proves ASR accuracy.

4. Conduct largest SSL experiment ever reported by lever-
aging 75K hours of labeled and 1.2 million hours of
unlabeled data to establish efficacy of our solution.

2. DATA SELECTION STRATEGY

Majority of data selection approaches studied in the past have
been used for bootstrapping initial seed model with additional
unlabeled data [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 21] in the context of self-
learning framework. To the best of our knowledge, data se-
lection in the context of teacher-student based SSL has not
been explored extensively.
Utterance-level confidence scores, as described in the base-
line setup in [22], are used as one of the attributes for unla-
beled data selection. A logistic regression classifier trained on
decoder features of an utterance is used to estimate the pos-
terior probability of ASR hypothesis being correct (WER=0).
Based on confidence score, unlabeled utterances can be qual-
itatively classified into “easy” and “difficult”. Higher confi-
dence score corresponds to “easy” utterances with fewer ASR
errors and vice-versa for lower confidence scores. In this
work, we study the effect of confidence on CTC-SSL perfor-
mance and demonstrate that incorporating SSL information

using mid-easy to difficult utterances helps in boosting the
performance of ASR system.
Utterance-level domain information, estimated by in-house
Natural Language Understanding (NLU) system, is also used
for selecting data. This is because ASR accuracies vary across
domains (such as Music, Weather and Information etc.) due
to varying complexity of utterances across domains as well
as varying degree of representation in labeled dataset. We
demonstrate the effect of selecting domain-specific SSL data
on per-domain ASR accuracies.
Apart from confidence and domain based selection, additional
filters are also employed to optimize unlabeled data:

• No Wakewords: Wakeword-only (“alexa”) utterances
are filtered out as they do not add content diversity.
• Max samples per Content: We sample a maximum of

50 utterances having identical 1-best recognition result.
• Max samples per Device: To increase the number of

devices and diversity, we select a maximum of 50 ut-
terances per device. This ensures that frequently used
devices do not dominate overall unlabeled data.

3. LABEL GENERATION FOR KNOWLEDGE
DISTILLATION IN CTC

One of the tasks of speech recognition involves mapping
a frame-level label sequence called ‘path’ π into a label se-
quence h of length equal to or less than the number of frames.
In CTC [3], a path is converted into a label sequence by dele-
tion of repeated as well as blank labels. This conversion is
called ‘CTC mapping’ B, where h = B(π). Since multiple
possible paths can be mapped into a label sequence, condi-
tional probability of label sequence h given input sequence
X is defined by Equation (1).

P (h|X) =
∑

π∈B−1(h)

P (π|X) (1)

CTC objective is to minimize negative log-likelihood of label
sequence given input frames LCTC = −ln(P (h|X)).
For SSL study, we need an automatic label generation mech-
anism for unlabeled data. Based on the model used for label
generation, semi-supervised learning methods can be broadly
classified into Self-training or Teacher-Student learning. In
self-training, a model trained on labeled data uses its own
predictions to automatically label the unlabeled examples and
use them in training. A constraint in such a framework is the
accuracy of generated labels which can get affected by the
performance of pre-trained model. For digital assistants like
Alexa, the architecture of pre-trained model is restricted since
it has to function in an online streaming recognition mode.
In teacher-student based KD, the objective is to train a smaller
student model to match the output distribution of a stronger
offline teacher model. Since the teacher is not constrained
to work in an online scenario, the quality of generated labels



in KD can be improved significantly by using complex ar-
chitectures for the teacher model. Past studies in CTC have
applied KD both at the frame-level [23, 18] and sequence-
level [24, 19]. In this work, we focus on sequence-level KD
since it was demonstrated in [19] to outperform frame-level
KD due to the ‘alignment-free’ nature of CTC.
In sequence-level KD, student model is trained by minimiz-
ing cross entropy loss between probability distributions of
label sequences h generated by teacher (PT ) and student
(PS) model as shown in Equation (2).

LCTC−KDseq = −
∑
h

PT (h|X)ln(PS(h|X)) (2)

Since, extracting PT (h|X) for all possible hypotheses is un-
realistic, it can be approximated by a set of N -best hypothe-
ses as suggested in [19]. One way to generate such N -best
hypotheses is to decode unlabeled utterances using a strong
offline teacher acoustic model and a strong language model.
However, decoding such large amounts of unlabeled data is a
time consuming and expensive effort. In order to simplify la-
bel generation, we apply the greedy decoding approximation
suggested by Equation (4) in [3] which approximates the best
path by concatenating the most probable label at each time
step. Overall, this approximation to sequence-level knowl-
edge distillation can be described in following steps:

1. Generate frame-level posterior sequence for each of un-
labelled example by running forward pass over strong
offline teacher AM.

2. Sample frame level labels π∗t from frame-level poste-
rior sequence by taking an argmax over teacher poste-
rior vector at each time step t.

3. Student model uses CTC loss for training, which by
definition accounts for blanks and repetition of labels.
Hence, frame-level representation is compressed by ap-
plying CTC mapping operator B(π∗) = h∗ .

LCTC−KDseq ≈ −ln(PS(h
∗|X)) (3)

Combining loss for labelled data (DL) and unlabeled data
(DU ), we get the overall student loss function.

L = −
∑

(X,h)∈DL

ln(PS(h|X))−
∑
X∈DU

ln(PS(h
∗|X))

(4)
We measured compute time for generating labels for 1

hour of unlabeled data using each of the above mentioned
strategies and quantified it in terms of Real Time Factor (RTF)
ratio in Table 1. Table 1 suggests that self-training and full-
decoding using a strong teacher and LM are more than 2 times
as expensive as proposed argmax based label generation. In
the results section, we provide further evidence that the re-
duction in computational complexity due to proposed strategy
comes with minimal WER trade-off.

Label generation strategy RTF ratio
Self-training 0.4

1-best decoding labels via teacher and LM 0.5
Argmax labels via teacher 0.2

Table 1: RTF comparison across label generation strategies

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Experimental setup used in this study is described in Table
2. The training/evaluation data for building/evaluating acous-
tic models consist of anonymized labeled dialect-specific En-
glish data from in-house data warehouse. For WER compu-
tation, we use Language Models (LMs) trained on dialect-
specific labeled data sources. We quantify WER gains across
baseline and proposed systems via relative WER reduction
(WERR %) due to anonymized WER. Baseline WERR % is
always reported as 0.0 for the sake of simplicity.

Feature representation 3 * 256 dimensional [25]
Short-Time Fourier Transform

Label representation 2608 Senones
(Hybrid CTC-HMM) [4]

Student training strategy Cross entropy(CE) ->CTC

Student architecture

FLSTM [26]
Frequency LSTM :
Bidirectional,
Window = 48, Hop = 15,
Layers = 2, Units = 16.
Time LSTM:
Unidirectional,
Layers = 5, Units = 768

Dialects British English (en-GB)
Indian English (en-IN)

Teacher training strategy Cross entropy ->CTC
->sMBR (Dialect data)

Teacher architecture

FLSTM [26]
Frequency LSTM :
Bidirectional,
Window = 48, Hop = 15,
Layers = 2, Units = 16
Time LSTM:
Bidirectional,
Layers = 5, Units = 1024

Teacher training corpus

75K hours
en-US = 45K hours
en-GB = 16K hours
en-IN = 8K hours
en-AU = 6K hours

Table 2: CTC-SSL experimental setup



4.1. Label generation experiment

We present empirical analysis for demonstrating the effective-
ness of argmax labels for teacher-student based CTC-SSL.
This empirical analysis is presented for en-IN only. Baseline
system is trained on 8K hours of en-IN labeled data using
strategy mentioned in row 3 of Table 2. In a self-learning
framework, the student model itself is used for generating
SSL targets. The student model generates 1-best hypothesis
using an en-IN specific LM for 47K hours of en-IN unlabeled
data. The hypotheses are then converted to senone targets
by running a force-alignment step. These senone targets are
then used for retraining the baseline student CTC model by
interleaving with 8K hours of en-IN labeled data.
Using the same 47K hours unlabeled data, we build two ver-
sions of teacher-student based CTC-SSL models. In the first
version, a full decoding pass is run using en-IN teacher model
and LM to generate 1-best hypothesis, from which senone tar-
gets are generated via force alignment. In the second version,
we generate argmax labels using the teacher model and tech-
nique discussed in Section 3. For both versions, baseline
student CTC models are retrained by interleaving unlabeled
data with 8K hours of en-IN labeled data.
Table 3 shows that both the teacher-student based CTC-SSL
frameworks outperform self-training SSL by yielding addi-
tional WERR. Furthermore, rows 3 and 4 suggest that SSL
with argmax labels can give WERR gains comparable to fully
decoded 1-best hypothesis, while simultaneously attaining
framework simplicity. Since argmax label generation doesn’t
require an LM, it avoids operations like HCLG composition
which makes label generation computationally less intensive.
For future experiments, we proceed with argmax labels and
extend the study to en-GB and en-IN dialects.

Model WERR(%)
Baseline 0.0

Self-training 9.3
Teacher-Student via 1-best decoding labels 16.1

Teacher-Student via argmax labels 14.6

Table 3: WERR comparison between Teacher-Student and
Self-training based SSL models for en-IN

4.2. Data selection experiments

In following sub-sections, we describe the data-selection ex-
periments that were conducted based on utterance confidence
and domain distribution. In both of these experiments, 16K
hours and 8K hours of labeled data were used to train base-
line CTC models for en-GB and en-IN respectively as per the
strategy mentioned in row 3 of Table 2 .

4.2.1. Utterance confidence based sampling

We provide an empirical analysis of selecting unlabeled data
based on confidence distribution for CTC-SSL training. The
entire unlabeled data is divided into 10 uniformly spaced bins
within [0-1000] ([0-1] scaled by 1000) based on confidence
values extracted from in-house data warehouse. We sample
5K hours of unlabeled data within each bin for en-GB. How-
ever, due to anonymized data sparsity constraints, 8K hours of
unlabeled data are sampled within [500-1000] for en-IN. Fig-
ure 1 quantifies the effect of confidence based unlabeled data
selection from each bin on the performance of CTC-SSL sys-
tem (in terms of WERR) compared to baseline trained on la-
beled data only. Note that apart from confidence, other filters
discussed in Section 2 (No wakewords, Max samples per con-
tent, Max samples per device) are also applied in this study.

Figure 1 clearly suggests that adding unlabeled data from

Fig. 1: WERR comparison after adding unlabeled data from
utterance confidence bins

low to mid range confidence distribution to CTC training pos-
itively impacts the performance of ASR system compared to
baseline. As the sampling of unlabeled data moves from low
to high confidence, the contribution of SSL data to student
performance drops from 11.7% to 6% for en-GB and 9.7%
to 5.2% for en-IN. With respect to student model, samples
drawn from high confidence bins can be considered as ‘easy’
and hence adding them to existing labeled data is not benefi-
cial. On the other hand, mid to low confidence bins contain
‘difficult’ samples which when added to student model train-
ing could enable better generalization.
We attempt to devise a strategy to effectively combine data
across confidence bins. The approaches explored are:

• Random sampling (RS): Random selection across
confidence bins. Filters from Section 2 not applied.
• Natural distribution (ND): Sampling based on natural

distribution from in-house data warehouse
• Uniform distribution (UD): Sample equally from all



bins.
• Weighted sampling (WS): Sample based on WERRs

in Figure 1

The results listed in Table 4 show that 40K hours of unlabeled
data combined using WS and UD methods yield better results
than that of ND. Interestingly, these unlabeled data selection
methods with order of magnitude less data yield comparable
results to 250K hours of randomly sampled data which rein-
forces the importance of data selection for SSL.

Model en-GB WERR (%) en-IN WERR(%)
Baseline 0.0 0.0

SSL with 250k [RS] 17.2 17.6
SSL with 40k [ND] 15.1 14.1
SSL with 40k [UD] 17.1 17.3
SSL with 40k [WS] 17.4 16.3

Table 4: WERR comparison between different confidence bin
based combination methods

4.2.2. Utterance domain based sampling

We present empirical analysis of the effect of domain based
sampling of unlabeled data in boosting ASR performance.
Based on NLU domain extracted from in-house data ware-
house, we sample 10K hours and 8K hours from 5 individ-
ual domains [D1· · ·D5] in en-GB and en-IN respectively
and build CTC-SSL model by interleaving labeled data with
argmax labels from individual domain’s unlabeled data. Apart
from domain, other filters discussed in Section 2 (No wake-
words, Max samples per content, Max samples per device)
are also applied in this study.Table 5 validates the hypothesis
that individual domain sampling improves the performance of
corresponding domain without significant degradation across
other domains, as supported by the diagonal behavior in en-
GB and en-IN WERR matrices.
Small cross domain degradation is observed e.g. [D5 model-

Model en-GB WERR (%) en-IN WERR (%)
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

Baseline 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
D1 16.8 5.0 -1.5 4.5 10.6 12.1 6.5 2.2 11.6 0.5
D2 5.5 12.2 5.2 7.3 12.8 8.2 10.0 3.7 7.7 6.6
D3 1.6 0.6 21.2 5.7 7.1 5.6 4.7 12.5 7.7 4.5
D4 6.8 8.0 14.7 11.1 8.6 8.1 5.8 4.3 15.5 2.0
D5 10.1 -1.7 -0.8 5.2 21.9 7.2 1.7 -4.1 5.7 8.5

Combined
Domains 12.4 10.3 20.9 7.7 14.7 16.4 12.9 15.7 22.1 13.28

Table 5: WERR comparison across CTC-SSL models based
on individual domain based sampling

D2 test] in en-GB and [D5 model-D3 test] in en-IN. We spec-
ulate that boosting a particular domain-specific data via SSL
may result in data imbalance in training set. To tackle this
issue, data across all the selected domains was combined (8K

hours * 5) such that each domain gets enough representation
during CTC-SSL training. This 40K hours of domain data
ingested into training provides the greatest WERRs across all
domains for en-IN as can be observed from comparing last
row in Table 5 against the other rows. However, for en-GB the
per-domain WERRs from combined domain data are lesser
than those obtained from individual domain based sampling.
This is because for en-GB, individual domain based experi-
ments had a better representation per-domain (10K hours) as
opposed to the combined domain experiment (8K hours * 5).

4.3. Multi-stage AM training using SSL

We present the effect of our data selection based SSL strate-
gies on a large scale multi-stage CTC-sMBR based AM setup
and demonstrate that adding SSL information across each of
these stages provide complimentary information and lead to
additive gains compared to a strong baseline system.

4.3.1. Baseline AM

For building a strong baseline system, we firstly build a multi-
dialect seed CTC model by pooling labeled data across multi-
ple dialects (en-US, en-GB, en-IN and en-AU) which amounts
to 75K hours of data (Row 8 in Table 2) as suggested in [27].
Data augmentation via simulated reverb addition is used to
double the amount of labeled data to 150K hours. Using
multi-dialect CTC model as the seed, we perform a two-step
fine-tuning training using dialect specific labeled data. In
the first step, a few additional epochs of CTC fine-tuning is
run over labeled data and followed by few epochs of sMBR
(Sequence-level Minimum Bayes Risk [28]) in the second
step. Such a training strategy establishes a strong baseline
for individual dialects as suggested by results shown in Table
6 where final sMBR training led to 8.9% and 8.2% WERR
over pooled multi-dialect CTC model for en-GB and en-IN
respectively. This final sMBR model is treated as baseline
system for individual dialects and compared against our pro-
posed SSL based AM framework.

4.3.2. Multi-stage SSL AM

We add carefully selected unlabeled data across multiple
dialects (en-GB=40K hours, en-IN=40K hours, en-AU=20K
hours) to replicate the pooled training setup as done in case of
baseline. “Carefully selected” refers to UD based data selec-
tion as established via our experimental findings in Section
4.2. With this sampling approach, we obtained a 6% WERR
improvement at pooled training stage compared to natural
distribution based sampling, hence establishing the efficacy
of such a data selection framework in a large scale SSL data
regime. A brief summary of data selection criteria used in
this experimental setup is mentioned below:

• Utterance confidence: Uniform sampling in (0, 800)



• No wakewords
• Max utterances per content: 50
• Max utterances per speaker-domain: 50

For SSL training, argmax labels are generated for unlabeled
data using a strong offline teacher and then interleaved with
labeled targets. Pooled model is trained with 250K hours of
data (75K*2 labeled + 100K SSL), which is further used as
a seed for fine-tuning both en-GB and en-IN dialects. The
pooled CTC-SSL model is fine-tuned on individual dialects
by running additional few runs of epochs of CTC training
on dialect specific labeled (en-GB=16K hours and en-IN=8K
hours) and SSL data(40K hours for both en-GB and en-IN).
In the final sequence discriminative training stage, a few addi-
tional epochs of sMBR training is performed over respective
fine-tuned models using labeled data only for en-GB and en-
IN. From the results reported in Table 6, comparison between
row 4 and 5 clearly suggests that even against a strong base-
line system, our data selection based SSL strategy at CTC
stage imparts significant WERR for both en-GB and en-IN in
the range of 4−7%, hence demonstrating that the quality and
diversity of SSL data adds complimentary information even
in large scale data regime.

Model Training stage en-GB WERR (%) en-IN WERR (%)

Baseline AM
(Only labeled)

Pooled 0.0 0.0
Fine-tuning 1.2 3.7

sMBR 8.9 8.2

SSL AM
(Labeled + SSL)

Baseline 0.0 0.0
CTC-SSL + sMBR 3.8 6.9
CTC + sMBR-SSL 2.0 3.0

CTC-SSL + sMBR-SSL 5.7 8.8

Table 6: WERR comparison between baseline and SSL based
multi-stage AM

In a recent work [20], it was demonstrated that teacher-
student based KD-sMBR approach helps in improving both
CE and CTC trained student models and can outperform stan-
dard labeled sMBR trained models. KD-sMBR is a distilla-
tion approach for sequence discriminative training where ref-
erence state sequence for unlabeled data are estimated using
a strong Teacher model. To demonstrate the complementar-
ity of unlabeled data at CTC and sMBR stage of training, we
build two versions for comparison. In the first version, we use
a transcribed only CTC model (pooled and fine-tuned) as the
seed for sMBR training and incorporate unlabeled data only
via KD-sMBR. In the second version, we incorporate SSL in-
formation at all stages of AM training: pooled, fine-tuning
and sMBR. We employed two pass sMBR strategy in which
the first pass is regular sMBR training on labeled data and
second pass is KD-sMBR training using unlabeled data.
Results from both versions are reported in rows 6 and 7 of
Table 6. Row 6 clearly shows that incorporating SSL infor-
mation only at sMBR stage of multi-stage AM via teacher-
student KD-sMBR provides 2−3% WERR over baseline sys-
tems for both en-GB and en-IN. By further adding SSL at all

training stages, the final system provides an overall WERR of
6− 9% as reported in row 7 which shows the complimentary
nature of SSL at CTC and sMBR stages.

4.4. Large Scale SSL based AM

We increased the amount of SSL data for individual dialects
such that en-GB amounts to 880K and en-IN amounts to 330K
hours of carefully selected unlabeled data. The primary mo-
tivation behind this study is to understand how far the bound-
ary can be pushed using carefully selected data for achiev-
ing maximum WERR. Following a similar SSL strategy as
explained in last section, we build a large scale SSL based
multi-stage AM and compare it against baseline systems built
using only labeled data and SSL AM built using 100K hours
of SSL data, both of which are described in last section. All
the systems are being compared at final sMBR stage. From
comparison reported in Table 7, we see that large scale SSL
based AM brings additional WERRs in range of 2−6% com-
pared to other two reported systems, hence establishing the
fact that large scale carefully selected SSL data can still add to
the diversity of an already existing well selected data regime.

Model en-GB WERR (%) en-IN WERR(%)
Baseline 0.0 0.0

SSL with 100 KHrs 5.7 8.8
SSL with 1.2 Mhrs 7.5 14.4

Table 7: WERR comparison across different data scales

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an empirical study on large-scale semi-
supervised learning for CTC acoustic models where a strong
offline teacher model is used to generate labels for unlabeled
data. The unlabeled data is selected based on confidence and
domain distribution as well as speaker and content variability.
Experimental results on two different dialects reinforce the ef-
ficacy of teacher generated argmax labels and the importance
of intelligent data selection methods. It is observed that low
to mid confidence ranges are important for reducing WER
and that domain-specific unlabeled data has a strong impact
on corresponding WER with little cross-domain impact. In a
large scale, multi-stage AM training setup, we were able to
successfully apply these data selection strategies to achieve a
WERR of 8−14% over strong baseline systems for 2 English
dialects. Future work in this direction would be to devise a
strategy to leverage both confidence as well as domain diver-
sity in a combined data sampling strategy for SSL. Another
important direction would be to explore the effect of N-best
scalable sampling strategies using different teacher distribu-
tions for boosting the student performance on a large scale
AM setup.
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